Impact of emotional competence on physicians’ clinical reasoning: a scoping review protocol
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Clinical reasoning (CR) is a key competence for physicians and a major source of damaging medical errors. Many strategies have been explored to improve CR quality, most of them based on knowledge enhancement, cognitive debiasing and the use of analytical reasoning. If increasing knowledge and fostering analytical reasoning have shown some positive results, the impact of debiasing is however mixed. Debiasing and promoting analytical reasoning have also been criticised for their lack of pragmatism. Alternative means of increasing CR quality are therefore still needed. Because emotions are known to influence the quality of reasoning in general, we hypothesised that emotional competence (EC) could improve physicians’ CR. EC refers to the ability to identify, understand, express, regulate and use emotions. The influence of EC on CR remains unclear. This article presents a scoping review protocol, the aim of which will be to describe the current state of knowledge concerning the influence of EC on physicians’ CR, the type of available literature and finally the different methods used to examine the link between EC and CR.

Method and analysis The population of interest is physicians and medical students. EC will be explored according to the model of Mikolajczak et al, describing five major components of EC (identify, understand, express, regulate and use emotions). The concept of CR will include terms related to its processes and outcomes. Context will include real or simulated clinical situations. The search for primary sources and reviews will be conducted in MEDLINE (via Ovid), Scopus and PsycINFO. The grey literature will be searched in the references of included articles and in OpenGrey. Study selection and data extraction will be conducted using the Covidence software. Search and inclusion results will be reported using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses extension for scoping review model (PRISMA-ScR).

Ethics and dissemination There are no ethical or safety concerns regarding this review.

Registration details OSF Registration DOI: https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/GM7YD.

INTRODUCTION

Clinical reasoning (CR) is a core skill for physicians.1 The processes underlying CR have been previously described and are similar to those of reasoning in general.1 Our current understanding of CR is based on dual-process theory.1 2 This theory distinguishes a rapid, intuitive reasoning process (type 1 process), involving pattern recognition, heuristics and gut feeling, and a slower, analytical process (type 2 process), based on hypothetico-deductive reasoning.1 2 Like reasoning in general, CR is influenced by context, environment, emotions and interactions with others.1 CR is prone to numerous affective and/or cognitive biases that can affect patient management.1 4–8 Although medical errors are not always linked to reasoning issues, those represent one of the most damaging sources of medical errors, due to their impact on diagnostic and/or therapeutic and/or prognostic accuracy.9–11 Many strategies based on bias reduction (debiasing) have been proposed to improve reasoning quality, with inconsistent results. The only strategies that have demonstrated congruous positive results consist of improving physicians’ knowledge base or promoting the use of an analytical reasoning process.3 4 12–16

Debiasing and the promotion of analytical reasoning have nevertheless been criticised, on the basis that intuitive reasoning processes are pragmatic, ergonomic and may capture information beyond the scope of analytical reasoning.15 17 Experts mainly use intuitive processes and gut feelings have been shown...
to have diagnostic value.\(^{2, 18-21}\) There is thus a need to develop alternative strategies to improve the quality of CR.

Among factors affecting human reasoning, emotions play an important role.\(^3 4 12 13 23 25-31\) Because emotions inform individuals on their personal needs, values and goals, they support decision-making and influence individuals’ action tendency. Previous data have shown that individuals with cerebral damage in subcortical areas—involved in processing emotions—were unable to decide between rationally equivalent options.\(^{24}\)

Emotions have an impact on reasoning at several levels. They play a significant role in cognitive load, memory and attention modulation, reasoning quality and decision-making.\(^3 4 12 13 23 25-31\) For example, incidental emotions (emotions not related to the reasoning content) can negatively affect reasoning by diverting attention and overloading working memory; whereas integral emotions (congruent with the reasoning content) can enhance reasoning processes.\(^{26} 30 32\) Emotions also influence memory during encoding, consolidation and recall. Furthermore, they focus attention on items that are relevant to an individual’s goals and personal integrity.\(^{22} 23\)

Finally, positive emotions promote heuristic processing of information, while negative emotions promote analytical reasoning.\(^{25} 26 28\)

The ability of an individual to deal with emotions is called emotional competence (EC). Many frameworks have been developed to conceptualise it.\(^{23} 26 28 33 34\) In 2009, Mikołajczak proposed an updated framework integrating several existing models.\(^{35}\) It describes five emotional competences: identifying, understanding, expressing, regulating and using emotions. These competences can focus on one’s own emotions (intrapersonal dimension) or on others’ emotions (interpersonal dimension).

Different levels of skills are described for each competence: the first level refers to an individual’s knowledge about emotions, the second refers to their ability to use this knowledge in a given situation and the third refers to the natural tendency (trait) of an individual to act in a particular way.\(^{28}\) EC is closely linked to emotional intelligence (EI). Both terms are often used interchangeably, but EC refers more specifically to the second and third levels of the model, where individuals actually apply knowledge.\(^{23} 35 36\)

Regarding specifically the role of emotions in CR, it has been previously explored and reported in systematic reviews.\(^{29, 31}\) Positive emotions are associated with creative and thorough management of patients and better information integration.\(^{31}\) Stress is associated with uncertainty in decision-making.\(^{29} 31\) However, the authors of these reviews underline the need for more research on the influence of emotions on physicians’ CR.\(^{29} 31 37\)

Because CR is similar to reasoning in general, and because emotions play an important role in reasoning quality, we hypothesised that improving physicians’ ability to manage their emotions, that is, their EC, could potentially improve the quality of their CR.\(^1\) A better understanding of the link between EC and CR could also inform physicians’ initial and continuing education.

While we know that emotions influence CR, the role of EC in physicians’ CR remains unclear. This review aims to map the existing literature on the relationship between EC and its different components, and physicians’ CR, and to identify the remaining gaps in the literature.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

The present protocol follows the System for the Unified Management of the Assessment and Review of Information (SUMARI) template for scoping reviews proposed by the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI).\(^{38} 39\)

We first searched for an existing scoping or systematic review on this topic in the following databases (last search 19 July 2022): Cochrane library, Prospero, OSF, MEDLINE (via PubMed) and JBI Evidence synthesis. None was found. One ongoing scoping review is exploring the role of EC on reasoning in general; the findings of this review might subsequently complement ours, but the review does not target the same population. Because CR involves specific knowledge and the decisions it supports carry high risks, some findings from this review may not be transferable to physicians’ CR.

**Review question**

The primary objective of the review is to describe the current state of knowledge concerning the influence of EC on CR in physicians and medical students. Secondary objectives include an assessment of the type of existing literature on the topic and a description of the evolution of the number of publications over time. To support future research on the topic, we will also report on how the link between EC and CR is operationalised in existing publications.

**Eligibility criteria**

**Participants**

All physicians, regardless of their specialty or working environment, will be included in this review. A preliminary literature search conducted prior to the scoping review protocol yielded some interesting research on EC and CR involving medical students or residents.\(^{40} 41\) Moreover, as mentioned above, physicians may need to be better trained in EC.\(^{42}\) For these reasons, we decided to also include medical students and residents in our search strategy. However, because CR is developed in close contact with patients and/or virtual clinical situations, we will only include articles involving learners actually engaged in a medical encounter (real or simulated).

**Concept**

Our search will focus on two main concepts, that is, EC and CR.

**Emotional competence**

As previously mentioned, EC is a concept derived from EI. EI covers several skills and has different definitions,
Emotional intelligence

Depending on whether it is considered to be related to personality (‘trait EI’), cognition (‘ability EI’) or both. Various models of EI have therefore been developed. However, despite discrepancies between these models, they are structured around five consensual core skills. The first major descriptive model of EI was proposed by Salovey and Mayer in 1990, and distinguishes three major skills: expression, regulation and use of emotions. In 1997, they refined this model and added the ability to understand emotions. Recently, Mikolajczak et al added emotion identification as a fifth skill, distinct from emotion expression, and proposed a synthetic framework based on these five EI components (see figure 1).

For Mikolajczak et al, each component entails three competence levels (see figure 2). The levels ‘ability’ and ‘trait’ define EC. Because of its broad and condensed nature, we chose this model to operationalise our search strategy.

Clinical reasoning
CR is defined as the cognitive process through which a health professional consciously or unconsciously interacts with a patient and their environment in order to develop a diagnosis or a therapeutic strategy. However,
the boundaries of this definition vary in the literature and the terminology used to describe CR is diverse. A previous scoping review mapped the terms used in the literature on CR. The authors identified six general categories of terms reflecting different research areas on CR (see table 1). In order to be exhaustive in exploring the impact of EC on CR in our scoping review, keywords from all six categories will be used, ranging from the processes of CR to its outcomes and potential deviations (bias, errors, etc).

Context
All contexts will be considered if they involve a real or virtual patient encounter, with no limits in terms of geographical location or time.

Type of resources
Our scoping review will be focused on research articles in French and English. All primary and secondary research papers will be included.

Exclusion criteria
Participants
Studies that include simultaneously physicians as well as other healthcare professionals will be excluded if the results are merged across professions.

Concept
Articles examining the influence of emotions on well-being or learning will be excluded.

Context
Articles where CR is explored without real or simulated human contact (eg, using written clinical vignettes) will be excluded.

Type of resources
Narrative reviews, expert opinions, commentaries or editorial articles will be excluded.

Table 1  Categories of terms used to describe CR (based on Young et al)\textsuperscript{43 44}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning skills</td>
<td>Abilities needed to reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning performance</td>
<td>Goals to be achieved through reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning process</td>
<td>Process of reasoning itself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome of reasoning</td>
<td>Results of the reasoning, including its quality and committed errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context of reasoning</td>
<td>Environment in which reasoning occurs, including external influences on reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal of reasoning</td>
<td>Final objective of reasoning (diagnosis, treatment, management plan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CR, clinical reasoning.

Search strategy
Our search strategy was developed with a trained librarian (MBardiau). Three bibliographical databases (MEDLINE (via Ovid), PsycINFO (via Ovid) and Scopus (via Elsevier)) will be searched for relevant articles. The reference list of included articles will also be examined for additional references. The search strategy consists of three key concepts: (1) EC and (2) physicians or residents and fellows or medical students and (3) CR. Terms based on our delineation of EC and CR have been selected. Search terms referring to EC are derived from the five-ability framework developed by Mikolajczak et al. Keywords regarding CR are derived from the six categories of the definition of CR (from processes to outcomes and deviations). The full search strategy developed for MEDLINE can be found in the online supplemental file 1.

Source of evidence selection
The resulting articles will be uploaded in the Covidence software and duplicates will be removed. Inclusion will be based on the predefined criteria for participants, concepts, context and publication type (see above). Titles and abstracts will be independently screened for eligibility by two reviewers (LJ and ANdS). The full texts of selected abstracts will be screened. Reasons for excluding articles will be recorded. The results of the search and screening process will be reported according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses extension for scoping review (PRISMA-ScR) flow diagram.

To optimise agreement between reviewers, a calibration phase will be carried out during which the first 25 articles located by the search strategy will be screened independently by the reviewers. The results of this selection process will be compared and discussed, and the inclusion criteria will be refined accordingly. A Cohen’s \( \kappa \)-coefficient will be calculated; inclusion criteria will be revised and test phases carried out until \( \kappa \)-value reaches at least 75%. Residual conflicts in article selection will be resolved by a third reviewer (VD).

Data extraction, analysis and presentation
A data extraction tool will be developed to collect the following information in the Covidence software: authors, publication date, country where the study took place, study setting, objective, population, sample size, methodology, intervention, outcomes measured (diagnosis, prognosis, errors, case management, bias, etc), how the link between EC and CR is operationalised, type of EC ability measured. If necessary, missing data will be requested from the authors. For articles considering CR and/or EC as a whole, the definition used for those concepts will be recorded; for articles focusing on specific aspects of CR and/or EC, the particular aspects considered will be recorded.

A similar process as the one used to refine the inclusion criteria will be used to improve the extraction tool. The same two authors will extract data from a small sample
of full texts, discuss any discrepancies and refine the extraction tool accordingly. The extraction tool may be further refined as extraction proceeds. Potential conflicts will be resolved by the third reviewer.

Critical appraisal of individual studies will not be performed, since our objective is to identify the type of available literature and map the knowledge gaps to inform future research. The design of the selected studies will nonetheless be recorded to describe the range of study types.

A detailed description of the results will be provided in a graphical or tabular form.
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Search strategy for Medline/Ovid

1. Students, Medical/
2. exp Physicians/
3. Family practice/
4. General practice/
5. medical student*.ti,ab,kf.
6. clerkship*.ti,ab,kf.
7. undergraduate medic*.ti,ab,kf.
8. graduate medic*.ti,ab,kf.
10. (Intern or Interns or Internship).ti,ab,kf.
11. residency.ti,ab,kf.
12. junior doctor*.ti,ab,kf.
13. (surgical or medical or clinical) adj2 (teach* or instruct* or pedagog* or curriculum or curricula or student* or undergraduate* or graduate*).ti,ab,kf.
14. physician*.ti,ab,kf.
15. (allergist* or Anesthesiologist* or Cardiologist* or Dermatologist* or Endocrinologist* or Gastroenterologist* or General Practitioner* or Geriatrician* or hospitalist* or Nephrologist* or Neurologist* or Oncologist* or Ophthalmologist* or Otolaryngologist* or pathologist* or Pediatrician* or physiatrist* or Pediatrician* or pulmonologist* or Radiologist* or Rheumatologist* or Surgeon* or Urologist* or gynecologist* or obstetrician*).ab,kf,ti.
16. (family or medical) adj1 doctor*.ab,kf,ti.
17. medical adj1 profession*.ab,kf,ti.
18. (family or clinical or general) adj1 practice*.ti,ab,kf.
19. 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5 OR 6 OR 7 OR 8 OR 9 OR 10 OR 11 OR 12 OR 13 OR 14 OR 15 OR 16 OR 17 OR 18

20. exp Emotional Intelligence/
21. Metacognition/
22. Emotional regulation/
23. Adaptation, psychological/
24. Emotions/
25. exp Self-control/
26. Mindfulness/
27. emotional adj1 (intelligence* or adjustment* or adaptation* or regulation* or self-regulation* or competence* or skill*).ti,ab,kf.
28. social adj1 (intelligence* or comparison*).ti,ab,kf.
29. empathy.ti,ab,kf
30. psychological adj1 (adjustment* or adaptation*).ti,ab,kf.
31. meta-cognition* or metacognition* or metaemotion* or meta-emotion* or metamemor* or meta-memor*.ti,ab,kf.
32. (metacognitive or meta-cognitive) adj1 (knowledge* or control* or awareness*).ti,ab,kf.
33. coping adj1 (skill* or behavior* or strateg*).ti,ab,kf.
34. adaptative adj1 behavio*.ti,ab,kf.
35. self adj1 (control* or regulation* or perception* or confidence* or esteem* or evaluation* or appraisal* or assessment* or disclosure* or efficac* or compassion* or criticism* or forgiveness* or awareness* or consciousness* or knowledge* or criticism*).ti,ab,kf.
36. sense adj1 coherence.ti,ab,kf.
37. salutogenes*.ti,ab,kf.
38. mindfulness.ti,ab,kf.
39. (mental or compassion or "health professional alert") adj1 fatigue*.ti,ab,kf.
40. 20 OR 21 OR 22 OR 23 OR 24 OR 25 OR 26 OR 27 OR 28 OR 29 OR 30 OR 31 OR 32 OR 33 OR 34 OR 35 OR 36 OR 37 OR 38 OR 39
41. Clinical Competence/
42. Diagnosis, Differential/
43. Clinical Decision-Making/
44. exp Diagnostic Errors/
45. Delayed Diagnosis/
46. exp Medical error/
47. patient harm/
48. Disease, iatrogenic/
49. Thinking/
50. Decision Making/
51. avoidance learning/
52. choice behavior/
53. decision making, shared/
54. exp problem solving/
55. intuition/
56. clinical adj1 (competenc* or skill* or reasoning* or judgment* or decision-making or "decision making").ti,ab,kf.
57. (differential or missed or missing or error* or "blind spot" or delayed or late) adj1 diagnos*.ti,ab,kf.
58. misdiagnos*.ti,ab,kf.
59. "false negative reaction".ti,ab,kf.
60. "false positive reaction".ti,ab,kf.
61. observer variation*.ti,ab,kf.
62. treatment outcome*.ti,ab,kf.
63. medical adj1 mistake*.ti,ab,kf.
64. (wrong-procedure or surgical or medication or medical or "drug use" or "high-alert drug" or "LASA medication") adj1 error*.ti,ab,kf.
65. (wrong-site or wrong-patient) adj1 surgery.ti,ab,kf.
66. "critical medical incidents".ti,ab,kf.
67. ("look alike sound alike" or "lookalike soundalike") adj2 error*.ti,ab,kf.
68. inappropriate adj1 (prescribing* or prescription*).ti,ab,kf.
69. over-prescribing* or overprescribing.ti,ab,kf.
70. over-testing* or overtesting.ti,ab,kf.
71. ("near miss healthcare" or "close calls") adj1 healthcare.ti,ab,kf.
72. patient adj1 harm*.ti,ab,kf.
73. iatrogenic adj1 diseas*.ti,ab,kf.
74. hospital-acquired adj1 condition*.ti,ab,kf.
75. thinking adj1 (skill* or critical).ti,ab,kf.
76. decision adj1 making*.ti,ab,kf.
77. avoidance adj1 (behaviour or behavior or learning).ti,ab,kf.
78. choice adj1 (behavior or behaviour).ti,ab,kf.
79. decision adj1 making adj1 shared.ti,ab,kf.
80. problem solving*.ti,ab,kf.
81. heuristic.ti,ab,kf.
82. "rule of thumb".ti,ab,kf.
83. gut feeling*.ti,ab,kf.
84. intuition*.ti,ab,kf.
85. health adj1 service* adj1 (misuse* or abuse* or underutilization* or underuse* or overuse* or overutilization*).ti,ab,kf.
86. medical adj1 overuse*.ti,ab,kf.
87. "unnecessary health care".ti,ab,kf.
88. preference adj1 misdiagnos*.ti,ab,kf.
89. "unwanted medical care".ti,ab,kf.
90. overtreatment* or over-treatment*.ti,ab,kf.
91. polypharmacy* or polymedication*.ti,ab,kf.
92. unnecessary adj1 (procedure* or surger*).ti,ab,kf.
93. 41 OR 42 OR 43 OR 44 OR 45 OR 46 OR 47 OR 48 OR 49 OR 50 OR 51 OR 52 OR 53 OR 54 OR 55 OR 56 OR 57 OR 58 OR 59 OR 60 OR 61 OR 62 OR 63 OR 64 OR 65 OR 66 OR 67 OR 68 OR 69 OR 70 OR 71 OR 72 OR 73 OR 74 OR 75 OR 76 OR 77 OR 78 OR 79 OR 80 OR 81 OR 82 OR 83 OR 84 OR 85 OR 86 OR 87 OR 88 OR 89 OR 90 OR 91 OR 92
94. 19 AND 40 AND 93
95. limit 94 to (English or French)
96. (comment or editorial).pt
97. 95 not 96